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Tonight, I watched my love die, by the traitor’s hand.
I have been trying to get through.
If you are reading this—this is the beginning of the end.
-an excerpt from Sunni’s Journal. Verse 4212.

With the large, underground hanger beneath the Sparkstone
University Library finally clear, Jadore ventures down the steps
and into the dark sanctuary. She swiftly removes the sunglasses
from her face and rests them in her nest of black hair. At least
down here, her light-sensitive eyes aren’t as bothered by the
Terran sun. Jadore inhales the lingering smell of old books, an
earthy scent she identifies with, and is transported back to her
ignorant days in the swamp, when she was surrounded by males,
and the urge to reproduce silenced all other thought. She had not
been half as beautiful then, yet her influence was strong.
The starcraft hanger had been built to house the Sparkstone
Project. Put two pilakee on the Council, allow them to rule with
their ludicrous species’ drive to collect all knowledge, and what
results is a hanger posing as an underground library. Books are
for primitives and scientists—not for rulers like Jadore. Rulers
use their cunning to blackmail and poison the pilakee and elect
more pliable replacements.
She stops at the bottom of the incline, her pointed shoes at the
edge of the green glow bathing the room. Squinting, she reaches
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for her sunglasses, but thinks better of it. She must train herself
to be stronger. Relying on primitive technology is for weaklings.
The light sources appear artificial, though staring too long at the
tall ceiling strains her eyes and her neck. She doesn’t remember
them in the original schematics, although Councillor F’aqu’wein
is a daquin, and their species does prefer green lighting, possibly
for ridiculous spiritual reasons.
“Who installed those green lights?” Jadore’s anger echoes in
the space.
No response. The familiar buzz of workers had quieted. She’s
waited an entire month for this area to be ready since the incident.
Stray shelves lay toppled to her left and right. Jadore tastes the
air with her long, forked tongue. The foul stench of the hafelglob
workers lingers, hours old. The lazy liars had assured her that
the space was ready for the portal—perhaps they think they can
fool her, and do only the minimum to satisfy her demands?
Just because the books have been removed and disposed of
doesn’t mean there’s nothing left to do. On the contrary. Work
has just begun. In the distance, an unfinished circular structure
stands erect, casting a long shadow in the haunting green light.
Surrounding it is a series of dark-coloured consoles, meant to be
manned even at this hour. A single steel horseshoe-shaped portal,
twenty feet tall—that was what she had come to this planet for.
That’s where the Hunger was meant to sit. It’s where she’s meant
to step through, and spread the Collective’s influence—Jadore’s
influence. An inelegant realization of Campbell’s explanation in
his treatise, planned out by the Council, and made real under
Jadore’s hand.
She’d be the first one to step through. Campbell or no
Campbell, all that lies beyond is hers for the taking. The Council
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won’t be able to stop her. Not once she reaches phase four.
Jadore grits her teeth. Furious at the hafelglob workers’
lack of regard for her twenty-four-hour work schedule, Jadore
marches toward the unfinished portal. Abandoned tomes lay
haphazardly in her path. Walking on two legs instead of relying
on four and a tail is still cumbersome at times—she nearly trips
on the mess. So not every book had been removed after all. Had
anyone bothered to finish their jobs?
A lone hafelglob in human form inputs commands at the
console, occasionally looking up to the towering portal, sighing
and shaking his head. The creature has picked up too many
human mannerisms. So has she.
Ohz’s abandoned dark robe rests over the back of a chair; on
the hood is a white symbol that looks like an a. Who authorized
the creation of that? Possibly another Councillor F’aqu’wein
move. He often indulges the hafelglob’s flair for the dramatic to
gain their favour. As if the Collective needs more expenses.
“Where are all the workers?” she demands, adjusting her suit
jacket.
Ohz lifts his gaze to her, and turns swiftly to give an apologetic
report. “Gone back to their apartments. They heard the Hunger
had been—”
“I’m not interested in excuses.” She narrows her eyes. They
ache. The hafelglob would say nothing if she put her sunglasses
back on, but she leaves them off. “The outlined rules dictate that
there must be at least three of you working on-site at any given
hour. Are there two others here with you?”
“No, Mistress.” He sounds more dismissive than remorseful.
“Ohz carries the torch for his brothers. Just needed some rest.
Have been calibrating.”
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“The punishment for disobeying a primary working order is
suspension of planet-side privileges.”
“Yes, Mistress.” He glances up at the portal. “Has Mistress
seen it this far built?”
Jadore exhales impatiently. “No. I have been waiting for you
to clear out the space before stepping down here. I don’t have
time to oversee every move you blobs make.”
“Understandable, Mistress.” The hafelglob hunches his
shoulders beneath the weight of her insults and slinks around
the console, as if that will save him from her wrath. “Does the
incompetence and flesh weakness of my brothers and the…
uh…recent setbacks…” At least he doesn’t openly mention the
Hunger’s destruction. Thinking about her defeat, Jadore could
feel that pathetic creature’s flames licking her skin again. It
took three whole jars of her cream to restore her beauty to a
satisfactory state. She will need more soon, and if the Collective
is unable to provide allowance for it because of her failure, she
will take matters into her own hands.
She will personally harvest Misty Carter’s DNA. No—harvest
enough to extract the talent that allowed her to wield such power,
and then watch her burn. Yes. That would be fitting. Thank
goodness the Collective granted her the power of foresight.
Ohz continues his stammering excuse for a question. “…does
this mean the project is no longer on schedule?”
“We are still on schedule.” A lie, perhaps, but confidence
is an ingredient in beauty, something that must be applied as
regularly as her cream. “Tell your brothers to get back here. Now.
The Hunger is no longer part of the Sparkstone agenda, and the
machine must be altered to accommodate a new power source.”
“But that could take—”
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Her venomous glare arrests his retort.
“Very…well, Mistress.” He wrings his hands like an anxious

mouse. “What sort of power source?”
Jadore sweeps her gaze across the vastness of the space.
There’s enough room here for some sort of solar construct,
but this is an underground facility. It will have to be a separate
machine with enough power to run an interplanetary—and
with any luck, an interdimensional—portal. Humans from offcampus have already poked around about Sparkstone’s power
usage. Yet another facet of human society the Collective had to
isolate and infiltrate to ease suspicion of their activities here. She
needs a victory to win back the Council’s trust. Constructing
another Hunger would take at least a decade. That’s too long—
she’ll be dead by then. She doesn’t want to die on this planet. She
has to live long enough to return to the swamps and pass on her
perfect genes to the next generation—that is, once her task here
on Earth is complete.
“Campbell refuses to lend us his skills for the time being, and
I cannot coerce something that moves beyond my influence to
move with me,” Jadore says, more to herself than to the curious
hafelglob.
“Mistress…if Ohz can make a suggestion?”
“I suppose.” No one else had bothered to make a show of
loyalty lately.
“The Crosskey’s talents have ripened to a considerable level.”
The Crosskey. There’s been too much of that moniker as of
late. It leaves a bad taste in Jadore’s mouth. Like foul water, filled
with iron. Campbell would bear down on her if she attacked Ingrid
directly. She’d already taken a great risk in the music trailer since he
could phase in and out of reality, appear at any moment.
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“Could debilitate Crosskey’s father again to convince her.
Was very effective, Mistress.”
True. “She’ll be expecting that.” They were already monitoring
Ingrid’s family and close friends. All of them, ideal targets. Yet
all of them, not at Sparkstone. More immediate action is needed.
“So how will the Mistress encourage the Crosskey to help
with project?”
Ingrid has had plenty of encouragement. In fact, she needs
anything but. An insidious idea takes root and curls around
Jadore’s augmented brain. The Collective’s greatest achievement,
according to her. So why not look to the second-greatest
accomplishment to solve this unfortunate predicament?
“Tell Agailya to stop by my office,” she says, looking up to
the portal. “Effective immediately, the vitaphage dissemination
project is now under my control.”

y13z

Wil looks nervous. I don’t need to be a mind reader like him to
know his thoughts. He should not have come. None of us should
be here.
Crammed in the cafeteria like cattle, some of the students at
Sparkstone University are more aware of our fates than others.
Gone are the rows of tables, the smell of tantalizing drugged food,
and the grand piano on the stage before us. A black cloth banner
hangs above the stage, flaunting a stark white symbol in the shape
of mirrored u’s with a vertical line skewering them together. The
oppressive smell of newly pressed fabric infiltrates my nose,
stronger than the stench of the hundreds of students surrounding
me and my friends.
Beside me, Misty crosses her arms and clutches the too-long
sleeves of her dark, woollen sweater. She doesn’t like crowds. “I
feel like they’re going to kill us. All of us.”
The same thought had occurred to me. But here at Sparkstone,
nothing is as it seems. Many of the students have budding
superpowers. Those who control the university, an alien group
called the Collective, want to harvest our abilities and use them
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for their own scientific, nefarious purposes.
Jia sweeps her hair around her left shoulder, attempting to
cover the disfiguring, lightning-shaped scars down her face.
“Then why leave the windows intact? It’s not properly sealed.
They can’t gas us.”
Misty sends a furtive glance to the only way out other than
the crowded set of doors. “I could blast through.”
“I guess glass shards in the face are a small price to pay for
immediate escape,” I say.
I can barely believe we’re having this conversation. Or that
we’ve given the scenario this much thought.
“The best way out is still teleportation,” Misty says, raising
her perfect eyebrows at me.
Teleportation is my superpower. One I’m just learning
to control. I’ve used it successfully a handful of times now,
but on nearly every occasion, I’ve lost large chunks of time,
arriving hours or even days later. And then there was the time I
transported into the event horizon of a black hole. That was not
fun.
“Yeah, let me know if you need to get into outer space really
fast,” I reply.
Misty wrinkles her nose. “No thanks.”
“I’ll hide us if we need it,” Jia says quietly.
It won’t do a lot of good, Wil replies telepathically. The crowd
will still feel us moving.
Jia purses her lips and refuses to acknowledge his presence.
After what happened, I don’t blame her. She saved his life when
we were fighting the Hunger, earning her disfiguring facial scars
from Jadore’s lightning powers. She’s carried a torch for him for
a while now, though I can’t imagine how she feels now.
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That’s not the worst of it. Jia has confessed her feelings to

Wil, more than once. Yet every time, he’s erased her mind of the
event to spare them both the embarrassment of rejection. Only
Misty and I know the truth, and we have no idea how to tell Jia—
or if she’d even want to know.
“You could hide all of us,” Misty says to Jia.
“It’s too many.”
“You cloaked a ship once.”
“That was before.”
“And what’s different now?”
As they argue about Jia’s invisibility power, I search for Ethan.
Last night, after the demonstration in the quad, we’d exchanged
barely more than longing looks before I was surrounded by the
eager faces of our peers and their pressing questions: How can I
develop my superpowers? Did you really take those pictures? Can I
share those on my Instagram?
By the time Wil, Jia, Misty, and I had appeased the crowd,
Ethan had disappeared. I’d texted, but no response. On one
hand, I can’t blame him. He’d just discovered the real reason I’ve
withheld my time and my company from him. He is the kind of
person that needs space to process things.
On the other hand, I’d barely gotten any sleep as fear
gripped my imagination, playing out the worst-of-the-worst
scenarios: Jadore breaking into my room and attacking me with
her crackling lightning powers. Agailya waking me in bed to
tell me how Ethan has died in service of her twisted science
experiment. Ethan himself, leaning over me, whispering that he
cannot possibly be with me because I’ve lied too many times. A
shiver rips through me, exacerbated as more people crowd into
the cafeteria around us.
y16z
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The stage is no longer empty. Jadore and Agailya are deep in
conversation. Agailya wears a belted white skirt and a flowing
light blue blouse—but all I can see is the lab coat she wore when
she was torturing poor Tilly, a girl from our tutorial group, on
the mother ship. Her facial expression is the same as it was that
day, when I witnessed her experiment go terribly awry: stoic,
patient, and burdened. Jadore is more animated. Her fist slams
into her open palm and she points at the door. Her sunglasses,
which hide her black alien eyes, seem larger than usual today.
She grips a cane in one hand—it’s not just for her cover story as
a blind professor. A hidden blade waits within to flick out and
catch you with its poison. The more I concentrate, the more my
nose fills with the scent of her illicit cream—the substance that
keeps her looking human. Deeply earthy, the kind of green that
swirls into brown-black and drills into the core of a landfill if
you lose yourself in the colour. A cough erupts from me. The
synesthesia is not as useful a superpower as teleportation and it’s
at least ten times more annoying.
Four empty chairs line the wall behind them. By the exit,
two security guards stand listlessly—definitely hafelglob in
disguise. It’s hard to discern through the sea of students, but I
don’t immediately spot other professors, maintenance workers,
or other security guards. Two cameras rotate steadily above the
exit, searching for insurgents.
Packing us all in a room and leaving only four members of the
Collective to manage us?
“Do you know what they’re up to?” I ask Wil.
He frowns. “I sense they have nothing to hide here.”
Before I can question him further, Jadore takes centre stage.
Agailya slips into a seat behind her, tense and stiff. Hands behind
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her back and without a microphone, Jadore projects her voice
over the din of students. “Quiet.”
Our voices are vacuumed from us with the one word.
Jadore’s lips curl into a twisted smile, as if she is Ursula the Sea
Witch. “Good. You are here for an important announcement. I
am making this on behalf of Mr. Dean, who is still away from
campus on business.
“Last night, it came to our attention that some of you held
an impromptu demonstration—masquerading as a vigil—as you
are under the impression that the university staff has done you
wrong. Some of you believe in a conspiracy, and today, we hope
to set the record straight on our activities here at Sparkstone.”
My heart pounds against my rib cage. Misty balls her fists;
I can smell the smoke of her fire in one, and feel the ice from
the other. Jia wraps her hand around my forearm, readying her
invisibility. Wil, ever-calm, stares unblinking at Jadore.
“You are right,” she says simply. “We have attempted to hide
our true purpose here. Understand this was for your benefit as
well as ours. We could not risk an intelligence breach, not during
the most delicate stages of our project. Now that the risk has
passed, however, the university board has deemed it time to
share the true nature of Sparkstone University.”
Impossible. I rub my ears, unwilling to believe them.
“Aliens are real,” Jadore says, “and they walk among us.”
My throat tightens. Jadore’s lips move and I hear the words—
yet the air feels thick, dream-like.
“They wear skins like ours. They could be in this crowd now.
Pretending to be your friend. They are not your friend.”
I look around desperately for Sunni. That’s how I know if
I’m in a dream. She’s always there, telling me to open a door, or
y18z
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materialize objects I’ve lost.
Sunni is nowhere to be seen.
This is not a dream.
Jadore continues. “We are a facility dedicated to scientific
advancement and international security. We are a collective of
officials, working for a united world body, with one purpose:
protecting Earth against the alien threat that’s not just outside
the solar system—but here, on our soil.”
It’s true. But it’s also a lie. I’m holding Jia’s hand now and
she squeezes back, both of us unable to meet the other’s gaze,
knowing we would find only our mirrored horror.
“That brings me to why you’re here. The real purpose of
Sparkstone University—and our sister schools—is to collect the
greatest up-and-coming minds from around the globe, and train
you. Test you. Stretch you to your limits to see if you can handle
joining our fight. This is not just a physical fight. Intellectual,
creative, technical—we welcome all talents. It is pure talent in one
area that is the surest sign of superhuman ability. Superpowers.
“Yes, we have brought you here because most—if not all of
you—have that potential within you.”
The students are already buzzing. But why can’t they see she
is the real threat? Jadore, stern but pleased with their captivation,
raises her hand and my peers fall silent. Agailya stands then, her
voice loud and pure as a songbird compared to Jadore’s husky
droning. “We’re here to answer your questions. All of them,” she
assures us. “We know you’ve all seen strange activity around the
campus. We didn’t mean to frighten anyone. No one has been
seriously injured. We have excellent facilities here and access to
advanced medical technology that would put your country—our
country—to shame.”
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Jia hides her scarred face. The Collective offered to heal her.

She declined.
Questions from thirsty students bombard the stage.
“What kind of powers do I have?”
“Where are the aliens now?”
“How can I manifest my superpower?”
“You said the aliens can disguise themselves? So how will we
know who’s an alien, and who isn’t?”
This question, piercing the rest with its loud ferocity, comes
from directly behind me. I get a face-full of beard as I glance
over my shoulder. The guy is tall, burly, and reeks of cologne,
triggering a cacophony of greens embedded with mahogany red.
“An excellent question,” Jadore says, smiling. Her teeth are
unnaturally white. “You may remember, when you first arrived,
the doors extracted blood samples?”
Everyone nods, remembering the chill of that particular
invasion of privacy.
“That was done to ensure you are human. However…” Jadore
gestures to the cafeteria doors. “Bring it.”
By the cafeteria exit, there’s a flurry of activity. Then, the
crowd parts in a direct line for the stage.
One of the guards reluctantly leads a second guard, one I
hadn’t counted initially, up onto the stage. His wrists are chained
to his neck. He glances furtively over the crowd; I see real fear
in his eyes. It’s Ohz. The hafelglob in disguise that took interest
in me—the first one to call me Crosskey. Not an ally, per se, but
as he’s led onto the stage, I can’t help but feel some sympathy
for him.
“This man appears normal,” Jadore says. She reluctantly
squeezes his forearm and then wipes her fingers on her pant leg.
y20z
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“Fleshy. Real. Would it surprise you to learn its true form?”
She violently pulls down his sleeve and exposes the band all
hafelglob wear around their wrist. It’s the same wristband me
and my friends wear, though not on purpose. We’d put them on
when we’d tried to rescue Sunni, when I’d first arrived in this
miserable place. Unfortunately, we haven’t figured out how to
remove them. For the hafelglob, the bands seem to keep them
human and give them an array of powers, like invisibility and
limited-range teleportation, from the surface to the mother ship
orbiting Earth. We don’t understand the breadth of functions
the bands offer, nor could Wil figure out how to operate them
as the hafelglob have. They can create full-body environmental
suits and Wil tinkered with them so they can emit a cameradisrupting pulse, when we need the privacy. But that’s it. I’ve
gotten used to the band, as it’s become more of a physical
reminder of our imprisonment here at Sparkstone.
Jadore fiddles with Ohz’s wristband, and without warning,
the human image of Ohz is replaced by a writhing, beige tentacle
monster. His mouth, which takes up most of his eyeless, faceless
body, opens fiercely to reveal the many rows of spiralling, sharp
teeth as he gurgles his protest.
Everyone screams.
Jadore smiles. This is a normal day for her.
And for us.
Some students wriggle through the tight crowd, desperate to
reach the doors, yet when Jadore sees the panic she’s wrought,
she fiddles with the band and slurrrrp, Ohz’s chained human
form replaces the tentacled mass. His large eyes survey the
crowd, as if searching for a familiar face, yet he doesn’t try to
escape or protest his “imprisonment.”
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Jadore shouts over the terrified students, regaining control.

“This creature’s species is highly evolved, despite its grotesque
appearance. It possesses an adaptive shapeshifting ability.
Mildly psionic.” She coughs, backing away. “And, unfortunately
for those in the front, pungent body odor.”
The students closest to the stage laugh nervously, which
dispels some of the tension.
“You’ll notice they all wear wristbands.” She holds up Ohz’s
hand with the barest of touches. “That is our way of controlling
them. All aliens in our charge have them and they cannot be
removed by conventional means. If you see someone in human
form wearing one of these wristbands, stay clear. They cannot
hurt you, as we have measures in place to prevent them from
harming anyone, yet it is best to remain cautious. Yes, it is
dangerous to keep these creatures on campus. But it is an
acceptable risk while we study their shapeshifting abilities.”
Misty and I exchange glances. She pulls her sleeves down
further, and Wil, Jia, and I all cross our arms to hide our identical
wristbands. This is bad. Very, very bad. We are not the enemy.
It’ll be hard to convince our peers otherwise, after Jadore’s
visceral demonstration.
“Why not keep them in a cage?” It’s the guy behind me again,
and I cringe. He’s loud, a human drum on my sensitive ears.
“We are not barbarians,” Jadore replies acidically, as if she’s
offended by the notion. “Every experiment, every test, we follow
a very strict ethical code. If the aliens kidnapped you, they’d put
you in a cage. But we are better than them. And we have to show
them that. Compassion—and passion—is what makes us human.
That is what makes us strong.”
Many of my peers nod. Even I find myself nodding, until I snap
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out of it. The old “humanity is our strongest quality” sentiment
is meaningless in a vast universe populated with sentient beings.
Behind Ohz and Jadore, a flicker of resentment breaks
Agailya’s mask of stoicism. I recall her passionate speech about
the phage dooming her race, and the odd calm of her mantra in
the face of a suffering, sentient being, Tilly Newman, trapped in
her experiment: They will endure.
“Despite what you may have heard, we are only trying to
protect you and develop what you were born with. There is no
conspiracy. No secret agenda. No one has died here.” Jadore
scoffs at the thought. “If you wish to leave, we won’t stop you.
Notify the registrar’s office and pack your things. A bus is
waiting outside to take you to Edmonton where you can arrange
transport home. But know there are no second chances. You
commit to finding your true calling today—or you return to your
friends and family, and apply your talents elsewhere.”
This strikes the core of our shared fears. If we decide to leave,
we lose the money we’ve put into our education. We face shame
from our families and friends. Our futures, if we have them at all,
are in jeopardy.
“And if we decide to go…” asks one student timidly, “does that
mean we can’t…tell anyone about what’s really going on here?”
Jadore looks amused by the question. “Tell whomever you
like, whatever you like. Why would we stop you?”
Why indeed. The knots in my stomach ache. The whole
aliens-invading-Canada thing is too fantastical to be true to
outsiders, and even if people are willing to believe, no doubt the
ever-watching Collective will stamp out any tale that blazes out
of control. If they let us go at all.
“We will be coming around to all dorms to perform a second
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blood test,” Jadore continues. “Those who fail to submit within
twenty-four hours…well, we will assume the worst of you, and
you will be dealt with.”
They’re closing in, Wil says telepathically.
Just when I feel like I’m about to be sick, another voice rings
through the crowd. It’s our new friend Elisha, from the Don’t
Read Zine, the ill-fated zine dedicated to investigating the unusual
activity around the school. “And what about Tilly Newman?”
“Ah yes. The registrar’s office has received a number of
complaints—even threats—about the ‘disappearance’ of several
students.” Jadore gestures to Agailya, who takes the question.
She gives Ohz a wide berth as she glides to the edge of the stage.
“Some students, such as Tilly Newman, left abruptly, it is true.
They are alive and well. Some have transferred to other schools.
Some have been given special assignments.”
“That’s a lie. We’ve seen the pictures!”
The outcry isn’t mine, but it echoes my thoughts. To make
such a blatant, public accusation without a plan would invite
Jadore’s wrath—which we know firsthand.
“Pictures can be doctored. How do you know the person who
showed it to you isn’t working for the enemy?”
Wil shifts beside me. This is bad.
“You think?” I whisper. My face burns. The stares of students
who only last night supported us completely now turn sour.
“If you wish to discuss this further, I can answer specific
questions in my office. My doors are open to all of you, of
course.” Jadore’s tone is flat; empathy does not come naturally
to her.
Agailya picks up her slack. “Mine will be open as well.”
We just did this last night, to a smaller crowd in the cold
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Albertan air. But when an authority figure becomes vulnerable
in the name of “truth,” of course it’s more legitimate. Even with
a blood test—collected and controlled by the enemy—it will be
difficult to convince others that we are their real allies.
As Jadore spreads more propaganda, I turn and squeeze
through the crowd, heading for the exit. I can’t listen to this any
longer. While the Collective makes their move, we have to be
planning our next step, and I can’t do that trapped in a cafeteria
surrounded by alien invaders.
No one stops me, not even the bored hafelglob in disguise
standing beside the doors. They give me the once-over as I push
the door open with my body weight. Even the horrible screech
and subsequent errrr of the door as I exit arouses no pause from
Jadore, or anyone else. They don’t care I’ve left. Because I can
never truly leave.
Unless I can master my teleportation powers.
But when I do, they’ll hunt me down, scoop me up to the
mother ship, and dissect me for my powers. That’s what they
did with Sunni, Tilly, and all the others.
The sounds of voices and footsteps break the eerie silence
of the hallway and give way to two students. One I know well.
Ethan has lost his pale, sickly look, born again as a handsome,
confident, if not somewhat wary young man. He’s with a young
woman our age. They exchange short words, looking up and
down the corridors as if lost.
Ethan’s gaze passes over me, lingers, and then drifts to the
ceiling.
Something about this holds me in place, my breath an
unwilling prisoner in my throat. I don’t know what to say. To
run up and wrap my arms around him—it’s all I want to do in
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this moment—feels too intimate after last night. What if I’m too
weird now? From our last exchange, I know he still likes me…but
what if that’s not enough?
The girl I’ve never seen before. I’ve only ever seen Ethan
hang out with Kimberly, another artist. As Ethan works mainly
in isolation on his paintings and drawings, he rarely leaves his
dorm or his studio. The girl’s round face is cheery and her laugh
at Ethan’s apparent confusion infectious and deep. She looks like
she’s just been to the salon; she brushes a dark strand of long,
recently highlighted hair behind her ear. Silver earrings dangle,
nearly as long as her hair, and gleam expensively, even in the
poor LED lighting. Her rich London accent peaks my interest.
“You said it was in this building.”
“It is. That’s it.” He points behind me, as if I’m not there.
“Right then. Good.” She grins at him, her eyes bright and
hazel, and her lashes enviably long. She notices me then and
evaluates me carefully. I probably seem like a weirdo, just
standing there silently, watching them, but she is as equally
out of place to me. She moves tentatively through the hall,
looking back every second at Ethan like a concerned, ill-fated
Orpheus.
“We heard there’s an assembly in the cafeteria.” When I
don’t move out of their way, she gives me an awkward smile that
doesn’t reach her hazel eyes, glances at Ethan again, and gestures
for the door. “I guess we can just go in.”
He smiles and nods agreeably, and without giving me a second
glance, goes to follow her.
I can’t take it anymore. “Ethan.”
As if jolted from a dream, he meets my confused gaze with
one of his own. “Yes?”
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Darkness In Her Reach z
“I got…caught up last night, after the demonstration. I
texted you.”
“Uh.” Ethan smiles awkwardly—just like his new friend. “I
guess I didn’t get it.”
Right. Probably the Collective, interfering with our phone
reception, just like everything else.
“We should get in there,” the girl says, more urgently this
time.
“Sorry, I don’t think we’ve met before,” I say, raising an
eyebrow.
“Oh. I’m just visiting here, from London,” she says, beaming.
“I’m Mira.”
I’m about to say the polite thing—nice to meet you, now get
out of Sparkstone—when Ethan adds nonchalantly, “She’s my
girlfriend.”
I blush. “Yeah, yes I guess I am. I’m—” I hold out my hand for
Mira to shake, but both Ethan and Mira are giving me confused,
horrified looks.
“I meant, Mira is my girlfriend,” Ethan says. “Who are you?”
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Hey! I’m Clare. I’m the author of the book you’re reading.
I hope you liked the first chapter!
Did you know you could read more...for free?
Yeah!
Start reading the next two chapters right now.
Or, if you’re already dying to collect the entire book, the best
way to support me is to buy the book directly from my website.
You can also get it from your favourite book seller, but if you buy
the print book, I will sign it for you! :)
Happy reading!
-Clare

